Meet
Bob Bartlett,

Cheerleader for the Michigan Medical School’s
Sesquicentennial Celebration
As a surgeon he’s helped make
history of his own. But
Michigan’s history and the
history of medicine everywhere
is another Bartlett passion.

Maybe it’s because in
the fourth decade of a
highly successful career as a teacher, surgeon and
clinical researcher with colleagues around the globe,
Bob Bartlett’s office is only a few hundred yards from
the spot where he was born.
Or maybe it’s just the brash and undeniable curiosity
of his scientist’s mind.
Whatever it is, Professor of Surgery Robert Hawes
Bartlett, M.D. has a strong affinity with the historical,
with that which came before. He will fly across oceans
and cover miles of old cobblestone pavement on foot
in the ancient European cities where American medicine was born – Stockholm, Vienna, London, Paris –
in search of the history that preceded him in the
world of medicine.
He does this out of a sense of curiosity, but also out
of a sense of duty. “If you’re doing science,” he says,
‘You have to know the history that goes with it.”

This interest is not newfound. Even in his days as a
medical student at Michigan, Bartlett was intrigued
with medical history, and was deeply honored when
he was invited to join the Victor Vaughan Society, a
student group founded in the 1920s and dedicated
to the study of medical history. Bartlett’s affection
for the group has never waned; when he returned to
Michigan as a faculty member in 1980, he happily
took on the role of cheerleader for the faltering
organization and became its faculty adviser.
When Lorris Betz, who recently completed two years’
service as interim dean for the Medical School, was
looking for a member of the faculty to head the celebration of the School’s 150th anniversary, the choice
was obvious: Bob Bartlett.
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arlett’s enthusiasm for medical history and his
ability to get others enthused is well proven,
and he has photos of the student trips he has
led abroad to prove it. “You have to be a little more
interested than most in Michigan’s medical history,”
he offers, “to track down the grave of Robert Koch
in Berlin, for instance.” Any such mention is sure to
be followed by further details, invariably engrossing:
“He was the one who discovered that bacteria cause
infectious diseases. He was a general practitioner, but
his wife bought him a microscope…they lived in a
little town in East Prussia…and he began looking at
things under his microscope. When all the cows in a
herd died after coughing up blood, he put some of
the blood under his microscope and saw something
there. It was anthrax. About two years later, Victor
Vaughan and Frederick Novi from Michigan’s medical faculty went over and spent three months in
Koch’s laboratory….this was at a time when most
people didn’t believe in germ theory….”

Bartlett modified the early heart-lung machine in
four ways to produce ECMO: oxygen is mixed with
blood in solution through a membrane rather than
added directly in its gas form; the circuit of tubes
that carry blood is streamlined to prevent blood clots
with fewer drugs; large catheters are inserted through
the jugular vein and carotid artery instead of directly
near the heart; and the machine is run by a team in
an intensive care unit, not an operating room.
“It looks brilliant in retrospect,” he notes modestly.
“But it was a day to day thing. And I never had trouble
getting permission to try out the treatment – the
patient was always about to die.”
Even though his father was a surgeon (and the chief
resident in surgery at the University of Michigan
when he was born), Bob Bartlett didn’t start out

“Michigan and medicine have been my
life,” he says. “I’m delighted to be here
for the Sesquicentennial and to be able
to play a part in bringing alive the great
history that has made this place such
an important part of my own history
and that of so many others.”

Bartlett’s own name
will go down in the
medical history books
with those of his colleagues who helped develop ECMO, a
mechanical approach
to treatment of acute
respiratory failure in
very young children.
Work that was begun
during his residency at
Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital in Boston,
continued during his
tenure on the faculty at the University of CaliforniaIrvine and then brought to Michigan when he arrived
back home as a professor of surgery in 1980, the
ECMO (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation)
treatment made it possible to save the lives of many
young children who, before the specialized heart-lung
machine was designed for the very young, would have
died.
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wanting to be a surgeon himself. “I was most interested in music and teaching,” he says. While at Albion
College in his undergraduate years, he traveled
around the state with his 17-piece dance band,
Charlie Brown and His Orchestra (the name used
with cartoonist Charles Schultz’s permission). But
soon the lure of medicine was too great, and he applied
to Michigan for medical school. “Michigan and
medicine have been my life,” he says. “I’m delighted
to be here for the Sesquicentennial and to be able to
play a part in bringing alive the great history that
has made this place such an important part of my
own history and that of so many others.” m

